Alzheimer's disease (AD) starts from pure cognitive impairments and gradually progresses into degeneration of specific brain circuits. Although numerous factors initiating AD have been extensively studied, the common principles underlying the transition from cognitive deficits to neuronal loss remain unknown. Here we describe an evolutionarily conserved, integrated homeostatic network (IHN) that enables functional stability of central neural circuits and safeguards from neurodegeneration. We identify the critical modules comprising the IHN and propose a central role of neural firing in controlling the complex homeostatic network at different spatial scales. We hypothesize that firing instability and impaired synaptic plasticity at early AD stages trigger a vicious cycle, leading to dysregulation of the whole IHN. According to this hypothesis, the IHN collapse represents the major driving force of the transition from early memory impairments to neurodegeneration. Understanding the core elements of homeostatic control machinery, the reciprocal connections between distinct IHN modules, and the role of firing homeostasis in this hierarchy has important implications for physiology and should offer novel conceptual approaches for AD and other neurodegenerative disorders.
Alzheimer's disease (AD) starts from pure cognitive impairments and gradually progresses into degeneration of specific brain circuits. Although numerous factors initiating AD have been extensively studied, the common principles underlying the transition from cognitive deficits to neuronal loss remain unknown. Here we describe an evolutionarily conserved, integrated homeostatic network (IHN) that enables functional stability of central neural circuits and safeguards from neurodegeneration. We identify the critical modules comprising the IHN and propose a central role of neural firing in controlling the complex homeostatic network at different spatial scales. We hypothesize that firing instability and impaired synaptic plasticity at early AD stages trigger a vicious cycle, leading to dysregulation of the whole IHN. According to this hypothesis, the IHN collapse represents the major driving force of the transition from early memory impairments to neurodegeneration. Understanding the core elements of homeostatic control machinery, the reciprocal connections between distinct IHN modules, and the role of firing homeostasis in this hierarchy has important implications for physiology and should offer novel conceptual approaches for AD and other neurodegenerative disorders.
Alzheimer's disease (AD), the most frequent form of late-life dementia, constitutes a multistep brain disorder, starting from pure cognitive impairments while motor and sensory functions remain normal. Over time, it gradually progresses to the massive neuronal degeneration in specific brain areas such as the hippocampus, adjacent mediotemporal cortex, and additional neocortical structures. Although early deficits in AD span multiple cognitive domains, including psychomotor speed, semantic fluency, executive function, and visuospatial skills, episodic memory deficits present the most pronounced and consistent early dysfunctions (B€ ackman et al., 2001; Weintraub et al., 2012) .
Since the time of Descartes at the turn of the 17 th century, scientists and philosophers have been searching for the physical correlate of thoughts and memories. The mechanism of memory still remains one of the great unsolved problems of biology (Poo et al., 2016) . During the last 60 years, mounting evidence indicates that experience-dependent changes in synaptic transmission and wiring diagrams, phenomena collectively called synaptic plasticity, underlie the cellular basis of neural computation, learning, and memory. Synapses-the elementary units of information transfer-encode and store new information in response to the environmental changes through functional and structural reorganization. Although synaptic plasticity is crucial for refinement of neural circuits and information storage, alone it is unlikely to account for the stable functioning of neural networks (Turrigiano and Nelson, 2000) . Neural circuits have to achieve an ongoing trade-off between stable operating regimes on the one hand and plastic adaptations to unpredictable and stochastic environmental changes on the other hand. Imbalance between stability and plasticity is predicted to result in impaired function of neural circuits. Indeed, aberrant activity in the hippocampal and cortical circuits (Haberman et al., 2017; Mucke and Selkoe, 2012; Palop and Mucke, 2010) and numerous dysfunctions in synaptic and neuronal plasticity (Mesulam, 1999; Selkoe, 2002) have been widely documented in AD research. High-resolution fMRI studies suggest that functional alterations in the activity of the lateral entorhinal cortex occur already in the preclinical AD stages (Khan et al., 2014) , whereas it remains relatively intact during cognitive aging (Small et al., 2011) . During disease progression, functional alterations in hippocampal activity become evident in amnestic mild cognitive impairment (MCI) patients (Bakker et al., 2012 (Bakker et al., , 2015 Dickerson et al., 2004 Dickerson et al., , 2005 Yassa et al., 2010) , who are at higher risk to progress to AD dementia (Mitchell et al., 2009) . Deciphering the key mechanisms underling circuits' dysfunctions are crucial for understanding the elementary basis of memory loss in AD. From Alois Alzheimer's description of Auguste D.'s brain in 1907, scientists are searching for the molecular entities that are at the roots of the cognitive deficits. The initiating events in the molecular cascade that eventually lead to clinical AD symptoms still remain controversial. Accumulation of amyloid-b (Ab) into senile plaques and hyperphosphorylated Tau into neurofibrillary tangles are the well-known histopathological hallmarks of AD. Extensive biomarker and imaging studies in carriers of the rare familial AD (fAD) forms indicate that Ab plaques begin to form in the brain 15-25 years prior to the onset of cognitive decline and the development of Tau pathology (Bateman et al., 2012; Jack and Holtzman, 2013) . According to the amyloid cascade hypothesis (Hardy and Selkoe, 2002) , Ab represents the key trigger of AD pathology (Musiek and Holtzman, 2015; Selkoe and Hardy, 2016) . Following repeated failures of Ab-targeted therapeutics, the search for alternative AD triggers and drivers began. It has been proposed that Ab does not play a prominent role in the symptomatic stages of the disease (Hyman, 2011) and that Tau pathology constitutes the key driver of the neurodegeneration (Holtzman et al., 2016) . However, spatial and temporal discrepancies between the appearance of amyloid plaques, Tau tangles, neuronal loss, and clinical dementia put some doubt on the proposed superior role of Ab in the development of Tau pathology and AD progression. Furthermore, the prodromal period of AD and the role of Ab in initiating variable clinical symptoms remains unclear even in fAD cases, where the role of Ab is clearly established because of causative mutations in three genes, amyloid precursor protein (APP), presenilin 1 (PSEN1), and presenilin 2 (PSEN2) (for a review, see De Strooper and Karran, 2016; Karran et al., 2011) . In the most common cases of late-onset sporadic AD (sAD), the disorder is driven by a complex interplay between numerous distinct genetic, epigenetic, and environmental factors (Barnes and Yaffe, 2011; Huang and Mucke, 2012; Karch and Goate, 2015; Tanzi, 2012 ). An alternative view suggests that amyloid, at any stage of aggregation, is not sufficient to cause AD but represents a risk factor (Herrup, 2015) . It resonates with a ''dual pathway'' model, implying a common upstream driver that links separated Ab-and Tau-mediated mechanisms (Small and Duff, 2008) . Recently, the loss of cellular homeostasis has been hypothesized to initiate the clinical AD phase, whereas Ab and Tau accumulations have been considered as downstream risk factors (De Strooper and Karran, 2016) .
What are the putative common drivers of cellular homeostasis loss and AD neurodegeneration? Although there is no doubt that both Ab and Tau pathological cascades are necessary for AD pathogenesis, some principle questions remain open:
(1) Is passive pathological spread alone sufficient to explain the transition from subtle functional and structural changes in the hippocampal and cortical circuits to massive neuronal loss? Will shifting the focus from one pathological marker to another solve the problem of AD pathophysiology without a deep understanding of the intricate reciprocal interactions between pathological cascades and the cellular and network basis of memory? (2) Why does abnormal Ab production, already present from early development in fAD patients, cause cognitive dysfunctions only in midlife? Why do sAD patients not exhibit clinical symptoms earlier than the seventh decade?
We propose that failure in the core homeostatic machinery underlying firing stability of neural circuits constitutes the common driver of AD pathogenesis, initiated by distinct numerous triggers. Homeostatic systems in the brain actively suppress deviations from normal brain activity induced by various genetic and environmental triggers during healthy aging, whereas they fail in diverse neurodegenerative disorders, including AD. In this review, by integrating the principles of control theory and molecular mechanisms underlying the neural milieu inte´rieur, we describe an integrative homeostatic network (IHN) that enables functional stability at different spatial scales and protects from neurodegeneration. We present the principles of firing homeostasis and suggest that firing instability and limited synapse flexibility at the early AD stages trigger a vicious cycle leading to dysregulation of the whole homeostatic network. According to our hypothesis, the collapse in the IHN drives the transition from synaptic and cognitive impairments to neurodegeneration. Importantly, our hypothesis implies that impairments of the core IHN machinery, when they occur, drive the disease independently of triggers that induce initial changes in ongoing spiking activity of hippocampal and cortical networks. The experiencedependent initiation factors may directly affect neuronal activity, modifying associated epigenetic mechanisms (Watson and Tsai, 2017) , and interact with various genetic risk factors related to lipid metabolism, microglia functions, vesicle endocytosis, and proteostasis of Ab and Tau (Karch and Goate, 2015) .
Here we focus on the central role of firing homeostasis in controlling the complex IHN at the level of neural circuits and analyze the recent data in AD mouse models and human patients in light of our hypothesis. We emphasize that understanding the key elements of homeostatic control machinery may provide new ways to delay the transition from pure memory impairments to neurodegeneration, irrespective of the factors that trigger initial perturbations at the cellular, synaptic, and network levels.
Modular Homeostatic Network: Keeping Basic Functions of Neural Circuits
Homeostatic control systems enable stability of neural circuits in the face of diverse perturbations arising from environmental, intracellular, or genetic variations. Until now, the study of neuronal homeostasis has been focused on understanding the rules and mechanisms that maintain the stability of average ongoing spiking activity, referred to as firing homeostasis, at the cellular and network levels. Here we define the IHN, composed of distinct homeostatic modules, that delays neurodegeneration by keeping the stability and integrity of neural circuits at a set-point level (Figure 1 ).
Organizing cellular functions in modules has been proposed to contribute to plasticity and stability (Hartwell et al., 1999) . This can be achieved by rewiring or modifying individual units (in the case of plasticity) or by reducing the risk of homeostatic collapse and preventing the spread of the damage in the network (in the case of stability). In this review, we primarily focus on the main core functional IHN modules: firing, genome, proteome, calcium, energy, and immune system homeostasis. Although we aware of many other IHN modules that may play an important role, the dysregulation of these six modules has a profound effect on AD progression. The homeostatic principles described here for AD are likely to be relevant to many other types of neurodegenerative disorders (NDDs), but the triggers and the involved circuits are disease-specific. We start by describing the rules underlying firing homeostasis and analyze its interactions with other homeostatic modules of the network. We propose a supervising role of the firing homeostatic control system in the coordination and integration of individual IHN modules ( Figure 1 ) and suggest that the collapse of the IHN represents the driving force of neurodegeneration.
Some Basics of Firing Homeostasis in Neurons and Neural Networks
Homeostatic systems maintain internal variables constant in the face of external and internal perturbations. How neurons and neural networks, composed of highly dynamic molecules with relatively short half-lives, maintain stable firing rates and patterns remains one of the most fascinating questions in neuroscience. Although the concept of homeostasis has been proposed by Claude Bernard in the middle of 19th century and termed ''homeostasis'' by Walter Canon later, the history of neuronal homeostasis is much shorter. The work of LeMasson et al. (1993) was the first one to propose the mechanisms maintaining stable excitability properties of neurons. Turrigiano et al. (1998) proposed a synaptic scaling mechanism to maintain average neuronal firing without impairment of neuronal transfer functions. These findings facilitated extensive research in many laboratories on homeostatic regulation of intrinsic neuronal excitability and synaptic strength to achieve network stability (Davis and M€ uller, 2015; Turrigiano, 2011) .
There are several principle features that enable homeostatic systems to achieve precision and accuracy (Davis, 2006; Stelling et al., 2004) . Here are the essential components of homeostatic systems: a set-point that defines the output of the system, sensors that detect a deviation from a set-point, and exact adaption via negative feedback loops mediated by effectors to precisely retarget a set-point. A closed-loop integral feedback controller has been proposed to achieve exact adaptation by integrating the error of the system over time and adjusting its output accordingly (Sontag, 2003) . During the last decades, extensive research led to compelling evidence for a wide repertoire of possible homeostatic processes (A) The firing homeostasis control system, maintaining stable output (firing rates and patterns) in central neural circuits at a physiological set-point by the core homeostatic machinery. Firing properties regulate a myriad of cellular processes that are categorized into specific homeostatic modules to maintain genome, proteome, calcium, energy, and immune system stability. In a classical homeostatic control system, these cellular processes impose negative feedback to stabilize network output. Numerous AD triggers (genetic, epigenetic, and experience-dependent) impair IHN regulation by affecting the core firing homeostasis machinery and by misregulation of specific homeostatic networks within individual modules. (B) Homeostatic modules that are under neuronal control. Each model communicates with other modules in the IHN, and feed back to the core firing homeostasis machinery that maintains firing output. The effect of each IHN module on firing homeostasis remains to be uncovered.
that have been summarized in many excellent reviews (Davis, 2013; Maffei and Fontanini, 2009; Pozo and Goda, 2010; Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004; Yu and Goda, 2009) .
One of the most critical unresolved questions is what are the basic functions of neural circuits that are homeostatically maintained (Figure 2) ? One of the proposals, supported by recent ex vivo and in vivo rodent studies, is that central neural circuits maintain a mean firing rate associated with ongoing, spontaneous neuronal activity. The mean firing rate has been shown to return to the set-point level following pharmacological or genetic manipulations of activity in neuronal cultures (Burrone et al., 2002; Slomowitz et al., 2015; Turrigiano et al., 1998; Vertkin et al., 2015) and following sensory deprivation in the primary visual cortex in vivo (Hengen et al., 2013 (Hengen et al., , 2016 Keck et al., 2013) . In addition to the mean rate, our study suggests that firing synchrony is also homeostatically regulated by independent mechanisms . Interestingly, recent experimental data suggest that adaptive processes underlying firing homeostasis occur selectively during active waking states in behaving rodents (Hengen et al., 2016) , although synaptic reconfiguration occurs also during sleep (de Vivo et al., 2017; Tononi and Cirelli, 2014) . It is an important challenge for the future to identify whether additional parameters, such as the excitation-inhibition (E/I) ratio (Xue et al., 2014) and the total synaptic strength across a dendritic branch (Branco et al., 2008; Laviv et al., 2010; Liu and Tsien, 1995) , are under homeostatic control (Figure 2 ) following perturbations in vivo. Furthermore, how the homeostatic system works at the cell-autonomous and network-wide levels and how multiple homeostatic mechanisms are coordinated to maintain robust network behavior remains to be uncovered.
Destabilization of Resting State Activity in Cortical and
Hippocampal Circuits in AD Ongoing spontaneous spiking activity represents a major part of total brain activity. Although we still do not fully understand its meaning, accumulated evidence suggests that spontaneous activity can profoundly affect computations performed by central neural circuits Kenet et al., 2003; Vincent et al., 2007) . Ongoing spiking activity strongly depends on the intrinsic excitability of the neurons comprising the circuits and their synaptic properties, functional connectivity, and inputs from inter-connected brain structures even in the absence of external inputs. Is spontaneous spiking activity altered in specific brain circuits in AD, and how does it affect disease progression? Global Changes in Brain Activity Based on EEG Recordings A large body of literature in human AD patients and animal models suggests that destabilization of spontaneous neuronal activity in cortical and hippocampal circuits represents a typical feature of AD pathophysiology, starting from the very early stages. The first study that described aberrant neuronal activity in the transgenic AD mouse model was done by Palop et al. (2007) using electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings. In this work, sharp synchronous discharges were frequently observed in cortical EEG recordings of human amyloid precursor protein (hAPP)-J20 mice bearing Swedish and Indiana hAPP mutations but not in wild-type mice. The presence of sharp synchronous discharges has been confirmed by several other studies and in various transgenic models with APP and APP/PS1 mutations (Bomben et al., 2014; Born et al., 2014; Minkeviciene et al., 2009; Vogt et al., 2011; Ziyatdinova et al., 2011) . In addition to changes in spontaneous activity, EEG studies revealed a decrease in the threshold to pharmacologically induced seizures Roberson et al., 2007) , suggesting higher susceptibility to acute imbalance of E/I. Importantly, several studies suggest a link between neuronal hyperactivity and memory deficits because reducing the first experimentally is associated with improvement of the second.
Indeed, reduction of neuronal hyperactivity by chronic treatment with the atypical antiepileptic drug levetiracetam rescued cognitive deficits in fAD mice (Sanchez et al., 2012) . Furthermore, low doses of levetiracetam normalized the abnormalities detected by fMRI during the memory task in the hippocampal DG/CA3 and the entorhinal cortex regions and improved memory scores in amnestic MCI patients (Bakker et al., 2012 (Bakker et al., , 2015 . In addition, both epileptiform activity (DeVos et al., 2013; Roberson et al., 2007) and memory impairments (Roberson et al., 2011) were rescued by a reduction in the level of Tau expression in fAD mice.
Recently, epileptiform discharges have been identified in AD patients by quantitative EEG and magnetoencephalography (MEG) studies. Early retrospective studies suggested that unprovoked seizures occur in late-onset AD patients at rates at least 3-fold higher than in the general population and at even higher rates, reaching an 87-fold increase, in young fAD patients (Amatniek et al., 2006; Mendez et al., 1994; Scarmeas et al., 2009) . However, prospective studies implied that subclinical aberrant forms of brain activity are certainly underestimated. First, subclinical epileptiform activity was identified in 42% of AD patients but only in 11% of age-matched control subjects using longterm EEG recordings in combination with short, resting-state MEG measurements (Vossel et al., 2016) . Second, epileptiform activity has been documented in two small cohorts of amnestic MCI patients who displayed symptoms of cognitive decline 4-7 years earlier than MCI patients without epilepsy (Cretin et al., 2016) or close to the time of cognitive impairments (Vossel et al., 2013) . Crucially, patients with epileptiform activity had a faster decline of their cognitive abilities (Vossel et al., 2013 (Vossel et al., , 2016 . Furthermore, clinically silent hippocampal seizures and epileptiform spikes have been recently detected using intracranial recordings in two AD patients (Lam et al., 2017) . Importantly, these clinically silent seizures and spikes were observed early in the course of AD in the absence of substantial scalp EEG abnormalities and predominated during sleep. Larger longitudinal studies are now needed to determine whether subclinical spikes and seizures are a common feature of MCI patients, whether The mean firing rate undergoes homeostatic control following experience-dependent and pharmacological perturbations in vivo (Hengen et al., 2013 (Hengen et al., , 2016 and ex vivo following inhibition Turrigiano et al., 1998) or an increase in firing rate. Firing synchrony has been shown to be homeostatically maintained in primary hippocampal cultures following spiking inhibition . E/I balance is preserved across different pyramidal neurons in the mouse cortex in vivo (Xue et al., 2014) and is re-normalized following inhibition in hippocampal cultures . Finally, total synaptic strength across dendritic branches is maintained through inverse correlation between the strength of individual synapses (u) and their density (D) (Laviv et al., 2010; Liu and Tsien, 1995). they are the cause of cognitive impairments, and whether treatment of silent seizures prevents cognitive decline.
It is worth mentioning that numerous fMRI studies show an increase in the hippocampal blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal specifically during hippocampus-dependent memory tasks in amnestic MCI patients (Bakker et al., 2012; Dickerson et al., 2005; Yassa et al., 2010 Yassa et al., , 2011 , in APOE-ε4 carriers before clinical diagnosis (Bookheimer et al., 2000; Filippini et al., 2009; Kunz et al., 2015) , in cognitively normal/amyloid + and MCI/amyloid + patients (Huijbers et al., 2015) , and in presymptomatic patients carrying the PS1 mutations (Mondadori et al., 2006; Quiroz et al., 2010) . The fMRI-based hippocampal hyperactivation in MCI and early AD precedes hippocampal hypoactivation as the disease progresses (Dickerson et al., 2005; O'Brien et al., 2010) . Determining the temporal sequence of neuronal and metabolic dysfunctions during resting versus memory-related states will be instrumental in understanding the transition from subtle memory impairments to neurodegeneration.
Destabilization of Firing Properties in the Hippocampus
It should be taken into account that the observed EEG-based changes in AD patients and animal models arise from alterations in a large number of neurons and circuits. How these alterations relate to the local changes in the quantity and quality of spontaneous spiking in specific hippocampal and neocortical microcircuits presents an important challenge in the field. An increase in the mean firing rate and firing synchrony of CA1 pyramidal neurons and augmentation of their intrinsic excitability has been observed by patch-clamp recordings in vivo in 10-to 14-month-old APP/PS1 mice ( Si sková et al., 2014) . Moreover, an increase in intrinsic excitability measured in hippocampal slices has been documented already in young 3-month-old hAPP-J20 mice (Hall et al., 2015) . The observed hyperexcitability of CA1 pyramidal neurons was presumably due to structural changes in dendritic tree and synapse loss ( Si sková et al., 2014) or alterations in the expression/function of voltage-gated K V 4.2, A-type potassium channels (Hall et al., 2015) .
Given the technical difficulties in long-term intracellular recordings, extracellular single-unit measurements and somatic Ca 2+ imaging can be utilized to estimate the firing of individual neurons and large neuronal populations. Busche et al. (2008) used bulk Ca 2+ indicator loading for somatic Ca 2+ recordings, indirectly reflecting spiking activity. This group revealed the existence of hyperactive CA1 hippocampal neurons that appear before amyloid plaques and before hypoactive neurons in fAD mice (Busche et al., 2012) . Thus, the observed instability in spontaneous neuronal activity seems to be expressed as hippocampal hyperactivity at the initial, early stages of the disease and is transformed to depression of cortical and hippocampal circuits during disease progression. Although bulk Ca 2+ indicator loading is useful for describing functional states of neurons at single time points, it does not allow longitudinal measurements of Ca 2+ dynamics at the same neurons during disease progression. Future in vivo studies using genetically encoded Ca 2+ indicators in combination with single-and two-photon microendoscopy (Barretto et al., 2011; Ziv and Ghosh, 2015) will enable long-term monitoring of a large number of hippocampal neurons in fAD mice.
It is important to note that, in comparison with APP or APP/PS1 fAD models, tauopathy models show different alterations in network neuronal activity. Intracellular in vivo recordings in neocortical pyramidal cells of transgenic Tau mice overexpressing human mutated Tau (the frontotemporal dementia-associated P301L mutation) revealed a global reduction in the mean rate and altered pattern of spontaneous spikes before the start of neuronal loss (Menkes-Caspi et al., 2015) . Moreover, extracellular single-unit recordings in the mouse model predominantly expressing P301L human Tau in the entorhinal cortex and in the hippocampus demonstrate reduced firing rates and grid cell dysfunctions in the medial entorhinal cortex in old mice with pronounced neuronal death . These results suggest that familial mutations causing AD and frontotemporal dementia differentially alter ongoing spiking properties of the networks. Importantly, both types of dementia are characterized by altered firing at the level of neuronal population, supporting the idea that failure in firing homeostasis in specific brain circuits constitutes a typical feature of distinct neurodegenerative disorders. E/I Imbalance Spontaneous firing rates depend on the passive and active properties of intrinsic neuronal excitability and the balance of E/I across dendrites. Many brain circuits, including the ones comprising the hippocampus, display low mean firing rates, estimated by patch-clamp recordings in freely moving rodents in vivo (Lee et al., 2006) . These data pose the question of whether subthreshold events represent an important variable to be preserved under physiological conditions. Although early studies proposed that the excitatory drive constitutes the main determinator of spontaneous firing rates (Epsztein et al., 2011; Tsodyks et al., 1999) , alone it cannot account for the differences in spontaneous firing rates between three major types of principal neurons in the hippocampus (Kowalski et al., 2016) . Patch-clamp recordings of excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPCSs) and inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) at the same neuron can be conducted based on the reversal potential of inhibition and excitation ex vivo (Liu, 2004) and in vivo (Okun and Lampl, 2008) , providing the basis for the E/I ratio per neuron during spontaneous, miniature, or evoked activity. Importantly, the E/I ratios are remarkably similar across different dendritic branches (Liu, 2004) and different pyramidal cells (Xue et al., 2014) despite large variations in the absolute amplitude values of synaptic E/I in hippocampal and cortical microcircuits. Furthermore, chronic perturbations in the activity of pyramidal neurons disrupt this balance specifically by changing the strength of perisomatic inhibition mediated by parvalbumin-positive interneurons (PVs) (Xue et al., 2014) . Alterations in the E/I ratio drive changes in ongoing spiking activity and may lead to abnormal social behavior (Yizhar et al., 2011) . Although disruption of the E/I balance is known to contribute to numerous neurodevelopmental and psychiatric disorders (Nelson and Valakh, 2015; Rubenstein and Merzenich, 2003; Tatti et al., 2017) , measurements of the E/I ratio have been rarely performed in AD model studies. In our work (Abramov et al., 2009) , we observed an elevated E/I ratio and increased mean firing rate during spontaneous neuronal activity following acute inhibition of neprilysin, the rate-limiting Ab degradation enzyme (Iwata et al., 2000) , via Ab-mediated increase in glutamate release probability. In hAPP-J20 mice, an increase in the E/I ratio 36 Neuron 97, January 3, 2018
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Review was detected during spontaneous activity of the granular cells of the dentate gyrus (Roberson et al., 2011) . Moreover, alterations in the intrinsic properties of fast spiking PVs were proposed to affect the aberrant activity of cortical circuits because of a decrease in the expression level of Na V 1.1 channels (Palop and Mucke, 2016; Verret et al., 2012) . It would be important to examine whether similar changes occur in PVs of the hippocampus. Besides PVs, dysfunction of somatostatin-positive interneurons in the CA1 hippocampal layer oriens lacunosum moleculare contributes to fear learning and memory deficits in APP/PS1 mice (Schmid et al., 2016) . Whether and how the decrease of cholinergic action on these interneurons contributes to AD-related aberrant ongoing spiking activity in the hippocampus remains to be determined. Given that only separate measurements of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic transmission have been performed in the majority of AD model studies, more work is needed to conclude whether E/I imbalance constitutes a typical characteristic of AD pathophysiology, how different types of interneurons contribute to it, and how it affects aberrant brain activity in AD.
In summary, AD models suggest a dynamic nature of synaptic and intrinsic dysfunctions destabilizing spontaneous spiking activity in the hippocampus and cortex. Dysregulation of the core homeostatic machinery by AD triggers may underlie the aberrant activity of cortico-hippocampal circuits in AD.
Neuronal Control of IHN Modules
What is the role of firing homeostasis malfunction in neurodegeneration? Aberrant ongoing firing may result from failures in a single or multiple regulatory nodes in the homeostatic control system, including impairments of homeostatic sensors, effectors, or set-point dysregulation. However, these changes in firing of neuronal populations alone are unlikely to drive neurodegeneration. Here we propose that failure in firing homeostasis causes dysregulation of diverse homeostatic modules within the IHN, leading to the impairment of the core firing homeostatic machinery and subsequent network collapse ( Figure 1 ). We view the IHN failure as the major driving force of neurodegeneration. It is important to realize that dysregulation of the IHN becomes independent of the numerous distinct factors that trigger initial dysfunctions of neuronal and synaptic activity. Therefore, identifying the core firing homeostatic machinery is critical to reverse or slow down AD progression, irrespective of whether initial changes are caused by Ab, Tau, synaptic modifications, or any age-dependent modifiers. The important point is that numerous feedback loops between the activity of neural circuits and cellular homeostatic modules represent the critical but frequently overlooked regulators of AD progression. Impairment of any component of the core IHN machinery is detrimental to cognitive functions and neuronal survival. This hypothesis poses several basic questions:
(1) How do the rules governing firing homeostasis interact with other modules of the IHN? Does firing homeostasis in central circuits represent the master regulator of diverse homeostatic modules? (2) Which functions of the IHN modules are affected by the failure in firing homeostasis?
(3) How do distinct activity-dependent homeostatic modules underlying DNA, protein, calcium, energy, and immune system maintenance feed back on the firing properties of individual neurons and neural networks?
Understanding the reciprocal relationships between the IHN modules and the integrating role of firing homeostasis in this hierarchy is central for understanding neurodegeneration. Although the contribution of each individual module to neurodegeneration has been summarized in numerous in-depth recent reviews (referenced below), here we focus on the mechanisms by which neuronal activity enables regulation of individual IHN modules.
Genome Stability
There are multiple lines of evidence suggesting that epigenetic mechanisms are plastic and can be modified by activity and experience (Cholewa-Waclaw et al., 2016) . Neuronal epigenetic mechanisms, including DNA methylation, histone post-translational modifications, and changes in chromatin topology regulate gene expression during neuronal differentiation and development (Feng et al., 2010) and play a central role in higher cognitive functions such as learning and memory (Watson and Tsai, 2017; Zovkic et al., 2013) . Active maintenance of genome stability is a prerequisite for the proper functioning of the nervous system (McKinnon, 2013) . Furthermore, impairments of these basic mechanisms constitute a common denominator of age-dependent NDDs (Chow and Herrup, 2015; Hwang et al., 2017; Madabhushi et al., 2014) . The integrity and stability of DNA are continuously challenged by numerous extrinsic and intrinsic damages. To minimize these damages, the nervous system has evolved a complex network of DNA repair mechanisms that are collectively capable of dealing with most of the damages inflicted to DNA (McKinnon, 2013) .
Regulation by Neuronal Activity. Neuronal activity plays a central role in epigenome plasticity (Figure 3) . First, DNA methylation and demethylation in the hippocampus are dynamic processes regulated by the physiological increase in brain activity via DNA methyltransferase (Guo et al., 2011a (Guo et al., , 2011b . Lack of DNA methylation may explain the cognitive deficit in aging (Oliveira et al., 2012) . In the cortex, DNA methylation is more permanent compared with the hippocampus and may provide a mechanism for persistent memory (Miller et al., 2010) .
Second, neuronal activity triggers histone modifications by histone deacetylases (HDAC) and histone acetylases (Tsankova et al., 2004) , essential for memory consolidation (Korzus et al., 2004 ). An increase in HDAC2 has been linked to memory maintenance (Ding et al., 2017) . Moreover, the expression of immediate-early genes (IEGs) that are induced by changes in neuronal activity and important for memory formation, such as c-Fos, are particularly dependent on histone modifications (Guan et al., 2009; Sando et al., 2012) .
Third, neuronal activity regulates chromatin accessibility. The chromatin structure stabilizes and compacts the genome to package it within the nucleus. This structure also serves as a dynamic regulator of gene expression, silencing or activating transcription. Chromatin is kept flexible and dynamic in response to experience-and activity-dependent cues through several mechanisms. It can be achieved by nucleosome remodeling of ATPases that may render DNA sequences accessible to interacting proteins or, conversely, promote packing into tightly folded structures. The ATP-dependent nucleosome remodeling and deacetylase complex (NuRD) has been shown to inactivate activity-dependent transcription in the cerebellum, controlling sensorimotor encoding (Yang et al., 2016) . Furthermore, opening of chromatin regions following electroconvulsive shock has been recently demonstrated in adult mouse dentate granule neurons in vivo (Su et al., 2017) . Interestingly, the authors of this study proposed that well-known activity-dependent IEGs, such as c-Fos, in addition to acute regulation of their target genes, can play a new role as epigenetic regulators to modify chromatin accessibility around a subset of their binding sites across the genome.
Finally, physiologically relevant neuronal activity induces the formation of transient DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) in postmitotic neurons in vivo (Suberbielle et al., 2013) . The mechanism of activity-dependent DSBs has been explored later, suggesting that activity-induced topoisomerase 2B activation causes DSBs in the promoters of a subset of activity-dependent IEGs, such as Fos, FosB, and Npas4, facilitating their expression by removing topological constrains (Madabhushi et al., 2015) . Together, these changes orchestrate the expression of neuronal activityregulated genes.
The relationships between neuronal activity and epigenetic dynamics are reciprocal. Epigenetic regulation has been widely recognized as a mechanism for making stable changes in the cellular status required for memory formation and maintenance (Day and Sweatt, 2011) . Recent studies revealed the critical role of epigenetic regulation in Hebbian-like synaptic plasticity (Sultan and Day, 2011) and in homeostatic synaptic modifications (Meadows et al., 2015) .
Relation to AD. Although activity-dependent DSB formation was transient and rapidly repaired in control mice, fAD mice had higher levels of neuronal DSBs at baseline and abnormal persistence of activity-induced neuronal DSBs (Suberbielle et al., 2013) . These alterations result from deficits in their DNA 
. Neuronal Activity Induces Epigenome Plasticity in Neural Circuits
Neuronal activity regulates epigenomic dynamics by affecting DNA methylation, histone modifications, chromatin structure and accessibility, and double strand breaks (DSBs). These changes induce silencing/activation of activity-dependent genes that are important for the regulation of neuronal functions, memory, and homeostasis. AD triggers may induce changes in epigenome plasticity directly or indirectly by inducing aberrant activity patterns in cortical and hippocampal networks.
repair machinery (Suberbielle et al., 2015) . Interestingly, epilepsy, ataxia, and intellectual disability all are associated with a reduced capacity for repair of DSBs induced by topoisomerase 2 (Gó -mez- Herreros et al., 2014) .
Postmortem analysis of AD brains indicates that AD correlates with hypomethylation of target genes (Fischer, 2014) . Dysregulation of lysine 12 of histone 4 (H4K12) acetylation has been implicated in memory impairments in aged mice (Peleg et al., 2010) and in AD mouse models (Fischer, 2014; Fischer et al., 2007) . Increased HDAC2 levels cause a reduction in histone acetylation in AD patients and mouse models, repressing transcription of genes important for synaptic plasticity, learning, and memory, such as Arc (Gr€ aff et al., 2012) . Moreover, HDAC inhibitors were able to reinstate neurodegeneration and memory function in these studies.
Variations in methylated genes were linked to amyloid pathways (De Jager et al., 2014; Iwata et al., 2014) . Remarkably, alterations in methylated regions might have a stronger effect on amyloid pathology than SNPs revealed by genome-wide association studies (GWASs) (Lord and Cruchaga, 2014) .
Misregulation of activity-dependent IEGs and transcription factors represents a common feature of epigenetic changes observed in distinct AD models, indicating their role in AD pathogenesis. Moreover, activity-dependent IEGs and epigenetic mechanisms play a central role in regulation of E/I balance and neural circuit functioning (West and Greenberg, 2011) . Thus, they may play an active role in NDDs associated with aberrant activity of neural circuits. Here we analyze the recent data highlighting the role of Arc, REST (RE1-silencing transcription factor, also known as neuron-restrictive silencer factor), and DFosB in disease progression.
One of the activity-dependent modifiers of gene expression that is positioned at the cross-road of neuronal homeostasis, memory, and AD is the IEG Arc. Unlike most other IEG products, Arc is not a transcription factor but a cytosolic protein that acts as an effector protein downstream of multiple signaling pathways. Arc mRNA and protein expression are tightly coupled to the activity state, representing a molecular readout of the recent history of neuronal activity. Arc protein accelerates the removal of a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptors from spines via the endocytic pathway , regulating a myriad of forms of synaptic modification (Shepherd and Bear, 2011) , including homeostatic synaptic scaling . The relationship between Arc and Ab is bi-directional. On one hand, basal Arc expression and its experience-dependent induction undergo reduction in the dentate gyrus of fAD mice (Palop et al., 2005) and in the CA1 region of aged rats, probably because of dysregulation of DNA methylation (Penner et al., 2011) . On the other hand, Arc-dependent mechanisms that control synaptic strength are also required for activity-dependent Ab generation by regulating PS1 postsynaptic trafficking . In addition, neurons with amyloid plaque-associated dystrophic neurites were not able to express Arc mRNA (Rudinskiy et al., 2012) . Interestingly, the proportion of neurons responsive to visual stimuli was reduced in the vicinity of plaques in the visual cortex, but the responding neurons showed increased Arc promoter activity (Rudinskiy et al., 2012) , suggestive of functional deficits because of homeostatic reorganization. Arc gene deletion results in higher susceptibility to induced seizures and the presence of subclinical epileptiform discharges (Peebles et al., 2010) , reminiscent of the pathophysiology observed in fAD mice Palop and Mucke, 2016) . Clearly there is more to be done to elucidate whether Arc is sine qua non for firing homeostasis and whether Arc misregulation in AD is at the root of aberrant network activity and memory impairments.
Another candidate that may play a critical role in network dysfunctions associated with AD is REST, a transcription factor that exhibits several unique properties. Very low levels of REST, which are initially established during differentiation, are maintained in adult neurons by controlled transcription of the Rest gene, coupled to active ubiquitin-based proteosomal degradation of the REST protein (Ballas et al., 2005; Chong et al., 1995) . In development, the downregulation of REST enables transcription of neuronal genes, which is critical for the acquisition and preservation of neuronal specificities. REST is not considered a classical IEG, but it controls neuron homeostasis in response to activity alterations. Indeed, REST expression is increased by kainite-induced seizures in vivo (Palm et al., 1998) and chronic hyperactivity in neuronal cultures (Pozzi et al., 2013) . Interestingly, REST is required for firing homeostasis by regulating adaptive responses at the level of presynaptic function and intrinsic excitability in response to chronic hyperactivity (Pecoraro-Bisogni et al., 2017; Pozzi et al., 2013) . Because REST knockdown impairs presynaptic and intrinsic adaptations without altering the spontaneous firing rate, these results indicate that REST function is critical for inducing homeostatic negative feedback responses to readjust the network firing activity at a physiological set-point and protect it from hyperactivity. In accordance with this homeostatic role, REST deletion accelerates epileptogenesis in the kindling model of epilepsy (Hu et al., 2011) . However, reducing REST prevents long-term cognitive disability associated with seizures (Patterson et al., 2017) . These results indicate a dual role of REST in homeostatic and memory-related plasticity processes: REST may maintain the firing stability of neural circuits at the expense of synaptic plasticity and memory functions.
REST is induced in the aging human brain, whereas it is lost from the nucleus in MCI and AD, dysregulating the specific gene network (Lu et al., 2014) . Furthermore, in the same study, REST deletion increased the expression of pro-apoptotic genes in mouse neurons in response to oxidative stress and oligomeric Ab. In contrast, elevated REST levels were correlated with preservation of cognitive function and increased longevity in aging humans. Altogether, these data point to a neuroprotective role of REST in aging and AD.
Finally, two new studies have linked IEG expression, epigenetic modifications, and AD-related hyperactivity You et al., 2017) . The authors showed that spontaneous seizures increase the expression of DFosB, a highly stable Fos family transcription factor extensively studied in rewardrelated brain regions in response to drugs of abuse (Robison and Nestler, 2011) . In fAD mice displaying chronic aberrant neuronal activity, hippocampal DFosB expression was increased, epigenetically suppressing the expression of c-Fos, which is critical for plasticity and memory. Higher binding of DFosB to the c-Fos promoter and recruitment of HDAC1 epigenetically suppresses the expression of c-Fos, which is required for plasticity and memory. Blocking either histone deacetylation or DFosB activity ameliorated the effects on both c-Fos expression and memory impairments . Furthermore, DFosB binds to the promoter of calbindin, suppressing its expression via histone deacetylation . In this work, the inverse relationship between DFosB and calbindin was evident in the hippocampus of MCI, AD, and temporal lobe epilepsy patients. Both proteins were correlated with memory scores in those patients. Moreover, calbindin overexpression in the dentate gyrus or disruption of the interaction between DFosB and downstream transcriptional co-regulators at the calbindin promoter all resulted in improved memory in fAD mice . It would be important to know whether removal of calbindin transcriptional repression reduces AD-related hyperactivity.
Open Questions. Which epigenetic mechanisms are the most relevant for AD progression? Although transcriptional reprogramming underlies the transitions between cognitively intact aging, MCI, and AD (Berchtold et al., 2014) , it will be important to understand whether and how these molecular changes result in hyperactivity of hippocampal and cortical circuits. In the future, it will be essential to determine how AD-related chronic changes in the rate and synchrony of spikes affect epigenome dynamics and expression of the specific transcription factors relevant for AD progression and how these transcription factors feed back on spontaneous spiking activity. Furthermore, identification of new activity-dependent mechanisms that underlie DNA integrity and its effect on the core firing homeostatic machinery and AD-related hippocampal hyperactivity is needed. Proteostasis The homeostasis of the proteome (proteostasis) is challenged by conditions that cause proteotoxic stress, including errors during protein synthesis, post-translational modifications, inherited polymorphisms, and misfolding (Drummond and Wilke, 2008) . The proteostasis network regulates protein synthesis, folding, transport, and degradation to maintain proteome integrity and limit the accumulation of protein aggregates (Balch et al., 2008; Sala et al., 2017) . During the last decade, tremendous progress has been made toward deciphering the processes underlying the quality control checkpoints, stress responses, and degradation machineries activated during stress. Recent advances highlight the importance of many mechanisms, including those associated with chaperone networks (Kim et al., 2013) , the unfolded protein response (UPR) in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and mitochondria (Wolff et al., 2014) , lysosome-mediated degradation by autophagy (Kroemer et al., 2010) , and ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) function (Varshavsky, 2012), which have recently been reviewed elsewhere. Lack of normal proteostasis and protein unfolding is a common aspect of neurodegenerative diseases (Labbadia and Morimoto, 2015) .
Regulation by Neuronal Activity. In postmitotic terminally differentiated cells, such as neurons, that display a unique compartmentalized structure, protein quality control must be intrinsically challenging and result in increased vulnerability to insults. Neurons have evolved the mechanisms to counteract the risk of protein aggregation that can rise during high-frequency neuronal activity by gaining specific proteostatic protective mechanisms (Wang et al., 2017a) . This can be exemplified by molecular chaperones such as cysteine string protein a (CSPa), which plays a central role in enabling soluble NSF attachment protein receptor (SNARE) complex formation, critical for synaptic vesicle exocytosis (Chandra et al., 2005; Sharma et al., 2011) , or by a specific activity-dependent macro-autophagic pathway at synaptic terminals regulated by phosphorylation of the endocytic protein endophilin A by LRRK2 (Soukup et al., 2016) . Both synaptic specific chaperone and autophagy-dependent quality control have been shown to be protective against neurodegeneration.
Neuronal proteostasis is under tight regulation by neuronal activity. Mounting evidence suggests that synaptic transmission and spiking activity play regulatory roles in neuronal proteome maintenance. First, neuronal activity regulates autophagy (Vijayan and Verstreken, 2017) . N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDA) induces accumulation of autophagosomes (Borsello et al., 2003) , and NMDA-induced long-term depression enhances autophagy in spines and dendrites (Shehata et al., 2012) . In addition, synaptic vesicle exocytosis (Wang et al., 2015a) and endocytosis (Soukup et al., 2016) have been shown to regulate the formation of autophagosomes at presynaptic terminals. Furthermore, autophagy signaling is augmented in the hippocampus by electroconvulsive seizures (Otabe et al., 2014) . Second, activity controls local protein synthesis at synapses (Sambandan et al., 2017; Sutton et al., 2004) . Third, it regulates the level of ubiquitinated proteins in the post-synaptic density (Ehlers, 2003) and the subcellular localization and biochemical composition of proteasomes (Bingol and Schuman, 2006; Tai et al., 2010) . Thus, neuronal activity alters the cellular degradation and synthesis systems and, therefore, likely affects global neuronal proteostasis and the turnover of disease-related proteins.
In addition to accumulated evidence regarding activity-dependent regulation of proteostasis in mammals, studies in model organisms provide fundamental insights into the mechanisms of proteostasis at different scales: cellular, tissue, and systemic (Sala et al., 2017) . Recent findings in C. elegans indicate that the neural system controls cellular and tissue protein quality control mechanisms. For example, thermosensory neurons regulate the heat shock response in C. elegans peripheral tissue through serotonergic neurotransmission (Prahlad et al., 2008; Tatum et al., 2015) . Notably, optogenetic activation of serotonergic neurons is sufficient to suppress protein misfolding in the absence of heat stress (Tatum et al., 2015) . Finally, neurotransmitter release from central neurons has been shown to regulate the UPR in the C. elegans ER (Taylor and Dillin, 2013) .
The relationships between proteostasis and synaptic functions are bi-directional. Synaptic vesicle exocytosis is regulated by molecular chaperones (Sharma et al., 2011) ; chronic ER stress (Nosyreva and Kavalali, 2010) ; IGF-1R (Gazit et al., 2016) , a regulator of aggregation-mediated proteotoxicity (Cohen et al., 2006) ; and by the UPS (Willeumier et al., 2006; Yao et al., 2007) . Furthermore, proteostasis signaling pathways also regulate long-term synaptic plasticity and certain forms of memory. For example, XBP1, a transcription factor known for its function in the UPR, is activated by postsynaptic stimulation (Saito et al., 2017) and promotes hippocampal synaptic plasticity and memory (Martínez et al., 2016) . Moreover, long-term plasticity and certain forms of memory are regulated by multiple translational control mechanisms (Buffington et al., 2014; CostaMattioli et al., 2007) and proteasome function (Fonseca et al., 2006; Hou et al., 2006; Jarome and Helmstetter, 2013; Karpova et al., 2006) .
Relation to AD. AD is characterized by increased accumulation of protein aggregates: extracellular Ab aggregates and intracellular aggregates of hyperphosphorylated Tau. Protein aggregation in AD and many other NDDs indicates a severe disturbance in the proteostasis network that targets aberrant proteins for degradation by the UPS or the autophagic-lysosomal system under physiological conditions. Furthermore, CSPa levels were found to be reduced before reduction of synaptophysin levels in postmortem AD hippocampi (Tiwari et al., 2015) , suggesting a link between subcellular loss of proteostasis and synaptic loss. Several studies have shown that boosting the proteostasis network can prevent neuronal defects associated with AD. In AD mouse models, XBP1 expression is transiently increased, but it is reduced in older mice (Reinhardt et al., 2014) . In addition, the chaperone response to transient cooling was preserved in young fAD mice but not in older animals (Peretti et al., 2015) , suggesting loss of the proteostatic response in the course of the disease. Overexpression of XBP1 (Cissé et al., 2017) and cold shock RNA-binding protein RBM3 (Peretti et al., 2015) or renormalization of protein translation all prevented synaptic and memory deficits in fAD mice. How do neuronal and synaptic activity contribute to proteostasis deficits in AD?
Extracellular Ab Accumulation. Extracellular protein aggregates result from the imbalance between Ab release and clearance. Neurons are the main cells responsible for Ab release in an activity-dependent manner, whereas clearance of Ab can be achieved by different processes and cell types. The functionality of the proteostasis network declines during aging, compounding the risk for NDDs (Balch et al., 2008) . Although multiple proteostatic dysregulations may underlie proteotoxicity and neurodegeneration (Ciechanover and Kwon, 2015; Cohen and Dillin, 2008) , the amount, molecular composition, and conformation of aggregation-prone proteins undergo tight neuronal control. Recent studies suggest that chronic changes in neuronal activity bi-directionally regulate amyloid depositions in fAD mouse models (Figure 4 ): optogenetic neuronal stimulation (Yamamoto et al., 2015) and chemogenetic stimulation (Yuan and Grutzendler, 2016) increased amyloid depositions, whereas whisker deprivation (Bero et al., 2011) , chemogenetic inhibition (Yuan and Grutzendler, 2016) , and light flickering of the visual cortex at 40 Hz (Iaccarino et al., 2016) reduced amyloid plaque depositions. Importantly, chronic changes in physiologically relevant activity patterns modulate soluble Ab levels and conformations in the cortex and in the hippocampus. Ab levels decreased by sensory deprivation (Bero et al., 2011; Dolev et al., 2013; Tampellini et al., 2010) and by stimulation of the visual cortex at the gamma frequency (Iaccarino et al., 2016) , whereas they were increased by sleep deprivation (Kang et al., 2009) . The effect of an enriched environment on amyloid formation showed controversial results, leading to either a decrease (Lazarov et al., 2005) or increase (Jankowsky et al., 2003) in Ab levels and depositions.
Secretory pathway seems to be the route by which Ab is released to the extracellular medium, although the molecular mechanisms underlying its release and possible activity dependency remain obscure. Increased Ab release induced by hyperactivity in the absence of a compensatory mechanism for its clearance would lead to increased aggregation of the peptide. Strong evidence in vivo and ex vivo supports the role of spiking and synaptic activity in regulating the steadystate extracellular Ab levels in neural circuits. In vivo, Ab levels in the interstitial fluid decreased by blockade of action potentials, whereas they were increased by electrical stimulation of the perforant pathway and by blockade of inhibitory synaptic transmission (Cirrito et al., 2005 (Cirrito et al., , 2008 . A similar bi-directional 
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Shown are processes in fAD mouse models that increase the amyloid load (red arrows): (1) optogenetic stimulation of excitatory neurons in the lateral entorhinal cortex by stabilized step-function opsin (SSFO) (Yamamoto et al., 2015) , (2) sleep deprivation (Kang et al., 2009) , and (3) chemogenetic stimulation of the cortex (Yuan and Grutzendler, 2016) . Also shown are processes that inhibit amyloid formation (blue arrows) by (4) whisker deprivation (Bero et al., 2011) , (5) light flickering at 40 Hz (Iaccarino et al., 2016) , and (6) chemogenetic inhibition of the cortex (Yuan and Grutzendler, 2016) . dependency of extracellular Ab levels on neuronal and synaptic activity has been observed in organotypic hippocampal slice cultures (Kamenetz et al., 2003) and in acute hippocampal slices (Dolev et al., 2013) . Importantly, synaptic vesicle recycling plays a critical role in the regulation of extracellular Ab levels. Inhibition of synaptic vesicle recycling by blocking SNARE-dependent synaptic vesicle exocytosis, chelating intracellular Ca 2+ , activating presynaptic G i/o protein-coupled receptors, and blocking dynamin-dependent synaptic vesicle endocytosis all resulted in a profound reduction in Ab levels (Cirrito et al., 2005 (Cirrito et al., , 2008 Dolev et al., 2013) . Furthermore, the work in our laboratory suggests that the temporal pattern of spikes and filter properties of synapses regulates PS1 conformation in hippocampal circuits, affecting the Ab40/42 ratio (Figures 5A-5C ; Dolev et al., 2013) , a critical determinant of AD pathogenesis (De Strooper, 2007; Tanzi and Bertram, 2005; Wolfe, 2007) . FAD mutations and protein kinase A (PKA)-mediated PS1 phosphorylation have been proposed to induce a shift toward a ''closed'' PS1 conformation that corresponds to a lower Ab40/42 ratio (Maesako et al., 2017; Uemura et al., 2009) . Conversely, some non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and g-secretase modulators, known to decrease the Ab40/42 ratio, shift PS1 toward the ''open'' conformation (Jack and Holtzman, 2013; Lleó et al., 2004; Ohki et al., 2011) . Our data suggest that high-frequency spike bursts, playing a critical role in synaptic plasticity and memory encoding, drive PS1 into the open state. Indeed, spike bursts selectively increased the extracellular levels of the Ab40 isoform without altering Ab42, leading to a higher Ab40/42 ratio in facilitating hippocampal synapses ( Figure 5C ; Dolev et al., 2013) . In comparison with these results obtained by electrical stimulation in hippocampal slices of wild-type mice, optogenetic stimulation of excitatory CA1 neurons in 5xFAD mice did not affect either Ab40 or Ab42 levels as a function of spike frequency (8 and 40 Hz) (Figures 5D and 5E; Iaccarino et al., 2016) . Intriguingly, in the same study, optogenetic stimulation of PV-positive interneurons by regular gamma-frequency simulation pattern triggered a reduction in Ab, whereas random stimulation pattern caused an increase in Ab (the mean rate was constant at 40 Hz in both cases) ( Figure 5F ). Further studies are needed to understand why an increase in the frequency of excitatory neurons by optogenetic stimulation did not produce an increase in Ab levels, as observed in early in vivo studies using electrical stimulation of the excitatory perforant pathway (Cirrito et al., 2005) , and the mechanistic basis for the differential effect of random versus regular frequency stimulation at 40 Hz.
The clearance of Ab from the extracellular space in vivo depends on the activity of peptidases from the metallopeptidase family such as neprilysin, the rate-limiting Ab-degrading enzyme at the synapses (Iwata et al., 2004; Iwata et al., 2001) , uptake by glia cells (Sokolowski and Mandell, 2011) , and transport across the blood-brain barrier (Deane et al., 2009) . Failure of Ab clearance is increasingly recognized as an important factor in AD pathogenesis. Therefore, chronic hyperactivity and reduced clearance capacity together may contribute to Ab accumulation and aggregation. Does neuronal activity regulate Ab clearance mechanisms? Although short-term (a few hours) changes in neuronal activity did not alter Ab elimination (Cirrito et al., 2005) , chronic changes in neuronal activity may have a profound effect on clearance of the peptide. It is known that glia cells are affected by their microenvironment and that hyperactivity, as observed in epilepsy, can transform astrocytes into reactive astrocytes with a lower capacity for phagocytosis (Devinsky et al., 2013) . Therefore, transformation into reactive astrocytes by a chronic increase in neuronal activity would reduce the clearance capacity of the brain and increase Ab levels. In the last few years, genetic variability in that system has emerged as a compelling determinant of AD risk, implicating many components of innate immunity and the complement cascade as risk factors in the disease (Jones et al., 2010) . The discovered risk genes (including CD33, TREM2, CR1, and ABCA7) all appear to be involved in the phagocytosis of Ab deposits (Crehan et al., 2013; Griciuc et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2015b) . Interestingly, stimulation of PV-positive neurons by gamma frequency increased the expression of genes regulating microglial phagocytosis (Iaccarino et al., 2016) . It would be of great interest to examine how the properties of neuronal activity regulate the expression of microglial risk factors for late-onset sAD.
Intracellular Accumulation of Aggregated Tau. Tau is a natively unfolded protein that shows little tendency for aggregation, but its aggregation into paired helical filaments and neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) characterizes a wide range of NDDs known as tauopaties, including AD (Wang and Mandelkow, 2016) . Recent work has shown that Tau, which is predominantly an intracellular axonal protein, is also released from cells in an activity-dependent manner (Pooler et al., 2013; Yamada et al., 2014) . This activitydependent release of Tau has been suggested to occur by means of exosomes in neurons (Wang et al., 2017b) and in microglia (Asai et al., 2015) or during the release of presynaptic vesicles (Pooler et al., 2013; Sokolow et al., 2015) . The molecular mechanism of this regulation remains to be understood. Synaptic activity has also been shown to induce Tau translocation to dendritic spines and Tau phosphorylation (Frandemiche et al., 2014) . Moreover, chronic activation of neurons via the transient receptor potential (TRP) A1 channel increased the Tau load and spread in the eye of Drosophila (Kilian et al., 2017) . Using optogenetic and chemogenetic approaches to modify neuronal activity, it has been recently shown that increased neuronal activity enhances Tau pathology in mouse models in vivo . In contrast, deep brain stimulation induced the autophagic-lysosomal degradation of pathological Tau (Akwa et al., 2017) . However, the mechanisms responsible for changes in synaptic and intrinsic properties by deep brain stimulation remain elusive (McIntyre et al., 2004) . Taken together, these results suggest that spiking activity and synaptic connectivity promote the spread of Tau in neural networks (Calafate et al., 2015) .
Altogether, these data suggest that evolutionarily conserved regulatory mechanisms of proteostasis are controlled by the properties of neuronal activity and, in turn, modulate synaptic and cognitive functions.
Open Questions. Do long-term changes in neuronal activity, such as AD-related hyperactivity, regulate the molecular network of proteostasis, and if so, how? Do proteostasis malfunctions impair the core homeostatic machinery, and if so, how? What are the particular patterns of neuronal activity that regulate the formation, propagation, and pathogenic Ab/Tau spread (Jucker and Walker, 2013) in neural circuits? In particular, how do the pathways of Tau release and reuptake relate to the spreading of Tau pathology that has been proposed to occur between connected brain regions (de Calignon et al., 2012) ? Importantly, genetic reduction in Tau in fAD mice rescued memory deficits and reduced sensitivity to induced seizures . Moreover, anti-Tau immunization reduced the pathological load and rescued microglia activation and memory deficits in the tauopathy mouse model (Yanamandra et al., 2013) . Do these results indicate that Tau constitutes a member of the core IHN machinery essential for homeostasis of neural circuits? Identifying the signaling pathways regulating the release and uptake of Ab and Tau may provide an opportunity to examine a causal relationship between synaptic activity/connectivity and spread of aggregated proteins. These are the challenging questions to be addressed.
Calcium Homeostasis
Regulation by Neuronal Activity. Calcium plays an important role in regulating numerous and distinct neuronal processes. Tremendous progress has been made during the last 50 years in our understanding of the coupling between action potential and intracellular Ca 2+ dynamics and its role in neurotransmitter release. The activity-dependent molecular steps underlying this process at the millisecond timescale are reviewed in detail elsewhere (Neher and Sakaba, 2008; S€ udhof, 2013) . The rise of cytosolic Ca 2+ is triggered by action potentials via the entrance of Ca 2+ from the external milieu through voltage-gated calcium channels, TRP channels, and ionotropic receptors and recruitment of Ca 2+ from internal stores such as the ER and mitochondria. Cytosolic Ca 2+ levels are also spatially and temporally regulated by various removal mechanisms located at the plasma membrane and organelles such as the ER and mitochondria and by buffering via Ca
2+
-binding proteins such as calbindin or parvalbumin (for a review, see Brini et al., 2014) . In turn, changes in Ca 2+ regulate neuronal excitability via Ca 2+ -activated potassium channels (Faber and Sah, 2003) . However, the steadystate, long-timescale processes that link Ca 2+ homeostasis and firing stability remain obscure.
Relation to AD. Ca 2+ mishandling is linked to the pathogenesis of several NDDs, including AD, as analyzed in depth in several reviews (Bezprozvanny and Mattson, 2008; Briggs et al., 2017; Green and LaFerla, 2008; Popugaeva et al., 2017 Briggs et al., 2017; Popugaeva et al., 2017) ; (2) downregulation of store-operated Ca 2+ entry gated by stromal interaction molecule 2 (STIM2), an ER Ca 2+ sensor protein (Sun et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015) ; (3) negative regulation of Ca 2+ entry via TRPC6 channels (Lessard et al., 2005) . ER Ca 2+ leak via a RyR type 2 (RYR2) missense mutation (R2474S) has been found to cause seizures in humans and spontaneous generalized tonic-clonic seizures in knockin mice (Lehnart et al., 2008) . Notably, neuronal RyR2s undergo post-translation changes in brains of sAD patients and in various fAD mouse models, leading to ER Ca 2+ leak and impaired synaptic and cognitive functions (Lacampagne et al., 2017) . Because RyR2s are overexpressed in MCI brains (Bruno et al., 2012) , it will be important to explore, in the future, the link between RyR2 function and firing homeostasis and the role of RyR2 malfunction in AD-associated cortico-hippocampal hyperactivity. Disruption of AD-linked Ca 2+ homeostasis extends beyond the ER to another Ca 2+ -buffering organelle, the mitochondrion . The close contact points between the ER and mitochondria at specialized mitochondrion-associated ER membranes (MAMs) (Rowland and Voeltz, 2012) have been proposed to maintain Ca 2+ homeostasis (Hayashi et al., 2009; Rizzuto et al., 2012) . ER-mitochondrion contacts have now been linked to ER stress, UPR, and autophagy (Paillusson et al., 2016) , suggesting a close link between proteostasis and calcium homeostasis modules. Upregulated function of MAM and increased ER-mitochondrion interactions have been observed in human fibroblasts from fAD and sAD patients (Area-Gomez et al., 2012) , in human AD brains, and in fAD models (Hedskog et al., 2013) . Thus, augmented transport of Ca 2+ from the ER to the mitochondria may cause numerous mitochondrial dysfunctions, inducing stress responses and cell death Rizzuto et al., 2012) . Furthermore, impaired mitochondrial Ca 2+ uptake has been shown to affect Ca 2+ dysregulation and impairments in short-term synaptic plasticity in the mossy fibers to CA3 synapses at the very early stages in fAD mice (Lee et al., 2012 /calmodulin-dependent protein kinase IV (CaMKIV) (M€ uller et al., 2011) , are also required for homeostatic synaptic scaling (Goold and Nicoll, 2010; Ibata et al., 2008; Pratt et al., 2011) and for AD-related presynaptic impairments via phosphorylation of synapsin . Does CaMKIV represent a Ca 2+ sensor regulating firing homeostasis? Is it impaired in AD? Do additional Ca 2+ /calmodulin-dependent kinases, such as Ca 2+ / calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII), known to regulate synaptic homeostasis (Thiagarajan et al., 2005) , contribute to sensing the changes in spontaneous firing properties? Determining whether and how the link between average spiking activity and steady-state, intracellular Ca 2+ levels is impaired in AD and identifying the putative homeostatic Ca 2+ sensors will be key for illuminating the role of Ca 2+ dyshomeostasis in AD-related hyperactivity.
Energy Homeostasis
Energy homeostasis is critical for maintaining normal brain function. Nearly every activity of the cell is powered by hydrolysis of ATP to ADP. To maintain ATP homeostasis and, therefore, cell integrity and function, ATP must be continuously replenished. Glucose is considered to be the main source of fuel in the brain, entering neurons, astrocytes, and the endothelium via glucose transporters (GLUTs) (Magistretti and Allaman, 2015) . Thus, changes in the global metabolic state through starvation or insulin-induced hypoglycemia are known to have profound effects on cognitive function. In addition, because of high energy demand by synapses (Harris et al., 2012) and a substantial distance of many distal synapses from cell bodies, those synapses must rely heavily on local ATP supplies. It makes synapses especially susceptible to mitochondriopathies that characterize the early phase of AD and other NDDs (Lin and Beal, 2006; Mattson et al., 2008; Pathak et al., 2013) . Indeed, both glucose uptake and oxidation by mitochondria have shown deficits in AD.
Regulation by Neuronal Activity. How is ATP generated from glucose in central neural circuits, and how is ATP homeostasis regulated by neuronal activity? Most of the glucose is oxidized via aerobic oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) in mitochondria. However, 10%-12% of the glucose is consumed by a normal adult brain via aerobic glycolysis (Raichle et al., 1970; Vaishnavi et al., 2010) , also known as the Warburg effect. However, the exact identities of the metabolic processes that are regulated by neuronal activity remain obscure. Moreover, when and where glycolytic versus mitochondrial ATP production takes place during distinct patterns of neuronal activity is debatable.
What do we know today about activity-dependent ATP production via OXPHOS and aerobic glycolysis ( Figure 6A )? First, neuronal activity regulates the trafficking of GLUT4 by recruiting it to the plasma membrane of presynaptic terminals . Second, mitochondrial ATP production and Ca (A) Activity regulates several processes of glucose metabolism to balance ATP production and ATP consumption needed for normal neurotransmission: (1) to provide sufficient glucose fuel to the active presynaptic sites, GLUT4 transporters are inserted into the plasma membrane of presynaptic terminals, and glucose is degraded by glycolytic enzymes to produce pyruvate. The three main pathways for ATP production are depicted: (2) glycolysis, the first step of glucose metabolism, produces a lower amount of ATP but at fast rate. (3) OXPHOS occurs in the mitochondria and has a higher ATP yield, but it might be less reactive than glycolysis to changes in spiking activity at fast timescales. (4) Mitochondria are activated by activity-dependent changes in cytosolic Ca 2+ concentration and by (5) IGF-1R signaling. (6) Finally, interstitial fluid lactate from an astrocytic source might also be used as fuel by neurons in response to activity. (7) Mitochondrion-regulated signals (MitoSignals), such as BAD and Bcl-xL, permit mitochondrion-neurotransmission coupling by modulating neuronal excitability and synaptic vesicle recycling. (B) AD-related deficits that may alter the link between neuronal activity and metabolic regulation. (1) Entry of glucose in the interstitial fluid is dependent on brain activity, but in AD, this coupling is defective because of reduced GLUT1 in endothelial cells. (2) Chronic hyperactivity represents a burden for neuronal metabolism and might result in an imbalance between ATP production and consumption. (3) In addition, aberrant cytosolic Ca 2+ levels might lead to mitochondrial defects following stress or reduced mitochondrial dynamics (trafficking, fusion/fission). (4) Increased IGF-1R signaling causes impaired mitochondrial function, increasing excitatory synaptic transmission (Gazit et al., 2016) and inducing synapse loss (Cohen et al., 2009) . (5) Aerobic glycolysis compensates for the deficits in mitochondrial respiration and ATP production (Selfridge et al., 2013) and (6) results in higher levels of lactate (Ross et al., 2010) . AD is characterized by (7) perturbed mitochondrial signaling with higher production of ROS (Praticò , 2008) and, possibly, proteins of the BCL-2 family (Czabotar et al., 2014) that (8) Rangaraju et al., 2014) . The effect of activity on mitochondrial functions is mediated via the presynaptic IGF-1 receptor (Gazit et al., 2016) , and Ca 2+ -induced release of IGF-1 (Cao et al., 2011) . Third, neuronal activity stimulates local glycolysis in hippocampal neurons in vivo (Díaz-García et al., 2017) , and glycolytic enzymes are clustered at presynaptic terminals during periods of energy stress, maintaining synaptic vesicle recycling (Jang et al., 2016) . This local glycolytic production may be important for acute energetic needs during spike-evoked synaptic transmission. Forth, according to the astrocyte-to-neuron lactate shuttle (ANLS) hypothesis (Pellerin and Magistretti, 1994) , neuronal activity via glutamate release triggers glucose uptake in astrocytes, leading to production of lactate, the end product of aerobic glycolysis. Lactate is then exported to neurons via monocarboxylate transporters (MCTs), where it is converted to pyruvate, which is used by OXPHOS. Because inhibition of astrocytic glycogenolysis and disruption of lactate shuttling is detrimental for long-term synaptic potentiation and hippocampus-dependent memory (Suzuki et al., 2011) , the ANLS may be critical for maintenance of the processes at long timescales, such as long-term memory and neuronal homeostasis. Conversely, local and rapid ATP production at synapses may be needed for fast processes, such as synaptic vesicle release, during periods of high-frequency spikes .
Relation to AD. Epidemiological studies show that patients with type 2 diabetes and individuals with a diabetes-independent elevation in blood glucose (Crane et al., 2013) have an increased risk for developing dementia related to AD. Moreover, patients with elevated blood glucose levels have accelerated MCI-to-AD conversion (Morris et al., 2014) , suggesting that disrupted glucose homeostasis could lead to AD pathogenesis. ATP-activated potassium channels have been shown to mediate the response of hippocampal neurons to elevated blood glucose levels by coupling changes in metabolism with increased neuronal activity and augmented Ab levels in the hippocampal interstitial fluid in fAD mice (Macauley et al., 2015) .
Besides glucose fluxes, one of the important mechanisms reducing brain metabolism in AD appears to be mitochondrial dysfunctions ( Figure 6B ). Various types of mitochondrial deficits, such as excessive mitochondrial fragmentation, impaired axonal trafficking, reduced mitochondrial biogenesis, and abnormal mitochondrial distribution, have been detected in fAD models (Manczak et al., 2011; Trushina et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2009) . Mitochondrial impairments appear to precede Alzheimer's pathology in fAD models (Hauptmann et al., 2009; Trushina et al., 2012; Yao et al., 2009) . For example, increased basal activity of the IGF-1 receptor leads to augmented glutamate release via mitochondria in CA3-CA1 synapses of young fAD mice (Gazit et al., 2016) . Notably, synaptic mitochondria have been proposed to be more sensitive to damage than non-synaptic mitochondria, showing an earlier decrease in mitochondrial trafficking and respiratory function. The higher sensitivity of synaptic mitochondria might be explained by the amplified burden of hyperactivity at the synapses ( Figure 6B ; Du et al., 2010) . A functional decline in the mitochondrial catalytic machinery, including reduced activity of the enzyme complexes cytochrome oxidase, pyruvate dehydrogenase, and a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase, has been observed in fAD models (Galindo et al., 2010; Selfridge et al., 2013) . Furthermore, significant oxidative stress with elevated levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS), overproduction of which damages proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids, was observed in postmortem human AD brains and fAD mouse models (Praticò , 2008) . The ROS increase precedes the appearance of amyloid pathology (Praticò et al., 2001 ) and triggers caspase-dependent neuronal death (Xie et al., 2013) . Finally, the bioenergetics and cell survival processes are linked to enable functioning of the neuronal protective machinery (Gimé nez-Cassina and Danial, 2015) . Several members of the BCL-2 family, such as BAD (BCL-2-associated agonist of cell death) and B-cell lymphoma-extra large (Bcl-xL), play a dual function in apoptosis and mitochondrial glucose metabolism (Gimé nez-Cassina and Danial, 2015) . Thus, in addition to their role in ATP production and Ca 2+ homeostasis, mitochondria can contribute to aberrant neuronal and synaptic activity by dysregulating multiple mitochondrial signaling molecules (MitoSignals; Figure 6 ). How those molecular changes, observed in fAD mouse models and AD patients, are translated into sub-cellular and cellular alterations of metabolic pathways or energy homeostasis failures is not known. Are neuronal metabolism and activity-metabolism coupling altered in AD? Metabolic dysfunction appears to be involved in the decline of total glucose utilization, being a prominent feature of the evolving brain pathology. Reduction in glucose utilization, measured by FDG-PET (positron emission tomography with the functional tracer 2-[ 18 F]fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose), represents a hallmark of AD and is linked to cognitive dysfunctions across the AD spectrum (de Leon et al., 2001; Langbaum et al., 2009; Mosconi et al., 2006 Mosconi et al., , 2008 . However, it is not known to what extent glucose hypometabolism at the early AD stages, preceding neuronal loss, reflects defective metabolic supply, demand, or both. During the early AD stages, the decline in global brain or parieto-temporal glucose utilization is greater than that in blood flow and oxygen consumption, whereas the changes in blood flow and oxygen consumption become similar to the changes in glucose use at the later stages of AD (Vlassenko and Raichle, 2015) , suggesting an early reduction in aerobic glycolysis. Interestingly, aerobic glycolysis magnitude is regionally variable, displaying higher levels in the default network areas (Vaishnavi et al., 2010) . Aerobic glycolysis and amyloid depositions show a high degree of spatial overlap with the default network, characterized by high levels of baseline activity and metabolism even before symptoms emerge (Buckner et al., 2005; Sperling et al., 2009) . In addition, changes in interstitial Ab levels are closely linked to activity-dependent regional production of lactate (Bero et al., 2011) , the end product of aerobic glycolysis. However, the hippocampus, long associated with learning and memory and functionally impaired in MCI and early AD stages, actually has a low level of aerobic glycolysis (Raichle, 2015) . Moreover, there is dissociation between amyloid depositions and metabolic and structural alterations in the hippocampus: pronounced hypometabolism and atrophy co-exists with the minimal level of Ab burden (La Joie et al., 2012) . Further work will be needed to understand the implications of this with regard to the role of energy metabolism in structural and functional dysfunctions of the hippocampus in AD.
Although the link between aberrant brain metabolism and neuronal hyperactivity in AD remains unknown, epilepsy studies provide some clues. First, a high-fat, low-carbohydrate ketogenic diet, known for its anticonvulsive properties in drugresistant childhood epilepsy, reduces glucose utilization and generates ketone bodies as a major brain fuel (Peterman, 1925) . Several candidates have been proposed to mediate the anti-epileptic effects of a ketogenic diet: BAD by activating metabolically sensitive ATP-activated potassium (K ATP ) channels (Gimé nez-Cassina et al., 2012) and adenosine A1 receptors by mediating presynaptic inhibition and postsynaptic hyperpolarization (Masino et al., 2009) . Interestingly, a ketogenic diet improved cognitive functions in AD and MCI patients (Reger et al., 2004) and reduced Ab levels in the fAD mouse model (Van der Auwera et al., 2005) . Second, inhibition of ATP production via glycolysis by 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2-DG) reduced epilepsy progression via the transcription factor REST (Garriga-Canut et al., 2006; Stafstrom et al., 2008) . Third, inhibition of lactate dehydrogenase, the enzyme converting lactate to pyruvate, reduced seizures in experimental epilepsy models, underlining a mechanism of stiripentol action, a clinically used antiepileptic drug (Sada et al., 2015) . Fourth, fructose 1,6-bisphosphate, which shifts glucose utilization from glycolysis to the pentose phosphate pathway, increases the resistance of rats to acute seizures (Lian et al., 2007) . Further research, linking synapticand circuit-level dysfunctions with deficits in energy homeostasis and metabolic flexibility, is needed to decipher new therapeutic strategies to cope with hyperactivity in AD patients.
Open Questions. Because metabolic dysfunctions are tightly associated with AD pathophysiology, this raises the questions of how acute and chronic changes in neuronal activity regulate ATP production via mitochondrial (Berchtold et al., 2014; Selfridge et al., 2013) and glycolytic (Vlassenko and Raichle, 2015) pathways and how it is linked to AD-related hippocampal hyperactivity. Some insights into these questions are critical for deciphering the role of metabolic alterations in AD progression. Development of an integrated platform for simultaneous monitoring of neuronal activity and metabolic fluxes at the specific neuronal compartments and at different time points should facilitate our understanding of disease progression. Recently developed fluorescence/bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (FRET/BRET) sensors for synaptic ATP (Rangaraju et al., 2014; Shulman et al., 2015) , lactate (San Martín et al., 2013) , and NADH/NAD + (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide) (Díaz-García et al., 2017) will enable study of the balance between OXPHOS and glycolysis at sub-cellular neuronal and glial compartments in different AD models in vivo and ex vivo. A current challenge facing the field is to elucidate which alterations in brain metabolism represent the consequence and which one the trigger of aberrant brain activity in AD. Furthermore, how dysregulation of energy homeostasis affects distinct IHN modules we have not yet fathomed.
Immune System Homeostasis Accumulated evidence suggests that astrocytes and microglia, mediating immune responses in the brain, are critically important for the maintenance of normal synaptic functioning: synaptic formation, development, elimination, transmission, and Hebbian and homeostatic plasticity (Chung et al., 2015; Kettenmann et al., 2013) . Nervous and immune cell functions rely on cell-tocell contacts and on soluble molecules, including cytokines, chemokines, neuropeptides, and neurotrophins (Ordovas- Montanes et al., 2015) . Strong evidence is emerging that the nervous and immune systems share common mechanisms of gene regulation, signaling, and inter-cellular communication. Neurotransmitter receptors, cytokines and their receptors, Toll-like receptors, major histocompatibility complex class I, neuropeptide Y, transcriptional factors such as nuclear factor kB (NF-kB), and many others have profound roles in both neuronal and immune cell types (Boulanger, 2009; Kioussis and Pachnis, 2009) . Interestingly, immune system molecules-MHC class I (Goddard et al., 2007) and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-a) (Stellwagen and Malenka, 2006 )-have been implicated in homeostatic regulation of quantal synaptic transmission in response to activity blockade.
Regulation by Neuronal Activity. There is growing realization that central neurons play a critical role in the control of immunity and inflammation (Pavlov and Tracey, 2017; Tian et al., 2009; Veiga-Fernandes and Mucida, 2016;  Figure 7A ). First, neuronal activity regulates the dynamics of microglia, immune cells of the brain that sense environmental changes (Eyo and Wu, 2013; Kettenmann et al., 2013; Wake et al., 2013) . Microglia make transient physical contacts with neuronal structures that are regulated by neuronal activity and sensory experience in different vertebrate species (Li et al., 2012; Tremblay et al., 2010; Wake et al., 2009) . Releasable ATP and ADP (Haynes et al., 2006) have been suggested to trigger an increase of microglial process extension to interact with neurons in response to glutamate Eyo et al., 2014) . Second, neuronal activity regulates synapse elimination by microglia during development via complement receptor 3 (CR3)/C3 (Schafer et al., 2012) . Third, stimulation of hippocampal neurons at gamma frequency alters microglia morphology and the gene expression pattern, reducing the amyloid load in a fAD mouse model (Iaccarino et al., 2016) . Intriguingly, the hypothalamic region has been suggested to be important for systemic aging and lifespan control via inhibitor of nuclear factor kappa-B subunit beta (IKK-b)-mediated and NF-kB-mediated microglianeuron crosstalk (Zhang et al., 2013) . Fourth, in addition to regulating microglia, neuronal activity shapes diverse functions of astrocytes, including secretion of transmitters, ion homeostasis, regulation of energy metabolism, synaptic remodeling, and modulation of oxidative stress (Bazargani and Attwell, 2016; Wyss-Coray and Rogers, 2012) . Fifth, synaptic and neuronal activity play an instructive role in myelination (Gibson et al., 2014; Hines et al., 2015; Mensch et al., 2015) , suggesting that local synaptic activity is a key cue for stabilizing nascent myelin sheaths in healthy brain and regeneration of myelin in neurodegenerative disorders. Finally, direct stimulation of dopamine neurons in brain reward circuits by chemogenetic tools has been recently shown to increase peripheral innate and adaptive immune responses (Ben-Shaanan et al., 2016) . Regulation of resistance against bacterial infections by neural signaling is evident even in simple organisms such as C. elegans (Cao and Aballay, 2016) , indicating that neuro-immune communication arose early in evolution.
The relationships between neurons and glial cells are reciprocal. New research highlights that reactive astrogliosis may drive epileptogenesis in acquired epilepsies and seizure-associated disorders by impairing the housekeeping role of glia in regulating neuronal activity (Robel and Sontheimer, 2016) . In particular, hyperexcitability has been shown to result from experimentally induced astrogliosis, leading to an impaired supply of astrocytic glutamine for neuronal gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) synthesis (Ortinski et al., 2010) or reduced inhibition because of chloride dyshomeostasis (Robel et al., 2015) . Moreover, microglial process extension may restrict seizure severity in epilepsy models via purinergic P2Y12 receptor signaling (Eyo et al., 2014) and via physical interaction mediated by the fractalkine receptor (CX3CR1) (Eyo et al., 2016) , a receptor involved in neuronal loss by activated microglia in the cortex in an fAD model (Fuhrmann et al., 2010) . Furthermore, activated microglia can regulate neuronal activity by displacing somatic inhibitory synapses from cortical neurons, enhancing neuronal synchrony in the gamma band, and expressing pro-survival genes .
Relation to AD. Recent experimental, genetic, and epidemiological evidence suggests a crucial role of the immune system in AD pathogenesis (Heneka et al., 2015; Heppner et al., 2015; Kipnis, 2016; Schwartz and Deczkowska, 2016) . Immune system activation regulates the progression of AD, although the outcome of activation may be either beneficial (Baruch et al., 2016; Dansokho et al., 2016) or detrimental (Baruch et al., 2015; Hong et al., 2016; Laurent et al., 2017) . Neuroinflammatory microglia have been recently shown to induce A1-reactive astrocytes that lose the ability to promote neuronal survival, synaptogenesis, and phagocytosis and lead to neuronal death by releasing a putative toxin that might be relevant to distinct NDDs (Liddelow et al., 2017) . Recent GWASs have identified immune-related pathways as risk factors of sAD, implicating microglia as critical players in AD pathogenesis. Among these are TREM2, CR1, CLU, and CD33 (for a review, see Karch and Goate, 2015) and the recently uncovered SPI1 gene, encoding the myeloid PU.1 transcription factor (Huang et al., 2017) . Extensive work has been recently performed to understand the role of the TREM2 (triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells 2) microglial surface receptor in microglial clustering around fibrillar Ab plaques, regulation of plaque morphology, and plaque-associated microgliosis (for a review, see Ulrich et al., 2017;  Figure 7B ).
Conversely, microglial ablation had a minimal effect on maintaining plaques in fAD mice (Dagher et al., 2015; Grathwohl et al., 2009) , although it ameliorated cognitive functions (Dagher et al., (Wyatt et al., 2017) and fractalkine signaling (Xu et al., 2012) have been observed in the brains of epileptic patients or rat models. The link between neuronal activity, Amyloid-b aggregation, and release of complement by activated microglia is not known. Excessive release of complement factors (C1q and C3) and their accumulation at synaptic terminals are an early phenotype in amyloid pathology. (4) Under fractalkine/ CX3CR1 interactions, higher levels of complement proteins located at synapses participate in synaptic elimination, neuronal loss, and cognitive deficits. (5) The GWAS-uncovered risk factor TREM2 binds Ab and, with other lipoproteins, permits the uptake of Ab by phagocytosis. TREM2 is also required for the association of microglia with amyloid plaques, which prevents plaque extension. (6) Induced gamma oscillations in the hippocampus activate microglia, resulting in enlargement of microglia processes and higher Ab clearance (Iaccarino et al., 2016). 2015). These results indicate that activated microglia may directly regulate synaptic function and structure to alter memory. Indeed, microglia have been recently shown to play a central role in triggering synaptic elimination in fAD mice (Hong et al., 2016) . In particular, phagocytic microglia excessively release the complement protein C1q, the initial protein of the complement cascade, at the early disease stage in multiple fAD models, leading to aberrant increases in C1q and C3 (Hong et al., 2016) . Ab induced local, aberrant activation of the C1q-C3-CR3 cascade, leading to regionspecific synapse elimination via the developmental pruning pathway in young fAD mice (Hong et al., 2016;  Figure 7B ). C1q and C3 have also been shown to contribute to synapse loss and dysfunction in the mouse hippocampus during normal aging (Shi et al., 2015; Stephan et al., 2013) and in aged fAD mice (Shi et al., 2017) . Interestingly, chronic microglial elimination (Spangenberg et al., 2016) or reduction of microglia activation and proliferation (Olmos-Alonso et al., 2016) in fAD mice rescued synapse loss without altering amyloid pathology. In addition to regulating synapse pruning, the microglial CR3 has been shown to modify the dynamic properties of active synapses by triggering synaptic depression via an increase in ROS production ) that might precede synapse loss. Moreover, excessive C3 release, triggered by NF-kB activation in astrocytes following inhibitor of nuclear factor kappa-B alpha (IkBa) deletion, resulted in dysregulation of basal calcium levels in neurons and altered dendritic morphology and excitatory synaptic function in fAD model mice (Lian et al., 2015) . Because C1q knockout mice display a higher axonal density and seizure phenotype (Chu et al., 2010) , future studies are warranted to test whether aberrant neural activity triggers over-activation of the C1q complement pathway and consequent microglia-mediated synapse elimination in AD.
Open Questions. It would be of particular interest to test how firing, energy, and immune IHN modules are interacting. For example, neuronal activity triggers an over-activation of AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK), a cellular energy sensor, leading to spine loss in the hippocampi of fAD mice (Mairet-Coello et al., 2013) . Does AMPK signaling represent a mediator connecting hyperactivity, complement cascade over-activation, and synapse loss in AD? It would be important to know whether neurons share common signaling pathways to regulate the complement cascade and metabolism (such as mammalian target of rapamycin [mTOR], AMPK, and hypoxia-inducible factor 1-alpha [HIF1a]), as reported for non-neuronal cells (Kolev and Kemper, 2017) . Furthermore, it would be essential to determine whether synapse elimination represents a compensatory pathway that protects AD brains from more severe hyperactivity or whether it is the primary change leading to firing instability because inhibition of C3 activation exacerbates amyloid pathology and neurodegeneration in aged fAD model mice (Wyss-Coray et al., 2002) . In the next decade, we hope to learn more about the common rules and regulation principles underlying reciprocal interactions between neuronal and immune IHN modules and understand how dysregulation of firing homeostasis in AD affects the signature of specific cell types in adaptive and innate immune systems.
Into the Future
Many excellent recent reviews emphasize the complexity, such as cell type specificity and non-linearity, of AD (De Strooper and Karran, 2016; Herrup, 2015; Musiek and Holtzman, 2015) . However, if we identify the most essential, core homeostasis network nodes that are independent of the initial disease triggers, then we can develop generalized guidelines that will help to gain some confidence in our ability to cope with neurodegeneration in the next decades. Understanding the basic principles of firing homeostasis in neural circuits, determining the reciprocal links between spiking activity and distinct cellular homeostatic modules and identifying the core homeostatic machinery will enable future progress in answering the following outstanding questions: Answering these fundamental questions may result in new concepts in AD etiology and changes in the strategies to design disease-modifying therapies in the next decade.
